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1. HEADLINES (35 SEC);
2. VIDEO REPORT ON CNN TELEVISION STATION REPORTING ON LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN GULF, IRAQI MISSILES HIT TEL AVIV, INTERVIEW WITH ISRAELI AMBASSADOR TO BUDAPEST ON ARAB UNITY, PRESIDENT BUSH PRAISING ISRAEL FOR RESTRAINT, EGYPT WILL REMAIN IN THE ALLIED COALITION EVEN IF ISRAEL INTERVENES IN THE GULF WAR, KING HUSAYN OF JORDAN IN AwkWARD POSITION (5.35 MIN);
3. INTERVIEW WITH HIKMAT ZAID, PALESTINIAN AMBASSADOR TO BUDAPEST, ON ARAB UNITY (35 SEC);
4. VIDEO REPORT ON FRENCH JAGUARS DEPARTING FOR GULF REGION (45 SEC);
5. VIDEO REPORT ON PEACE DEMONSTRATIONS IN BERLIN (45 SEC);
6. VIDEO REPORT ON MOSCOW STILL URGING DIPLOMATIC SOLUTION IN GULF (1 MIN);
7. VIDEO REPORT ON MASSIVE PEACE DEMONSTRATIONS IN ROME (1.10 MIN);
8. VIDEO REPORT ON CNN TELEVISION STATION INTERVIEWING ISRAELI DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER, ISRAEL REFRAINING FROM INTERVENTION (30 SEC);
9. VIDEO REPORT ON HUNGARIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY SPOKESMAN COLONEL GYORGY KELETI Hoping FOR NO ESCALATION OF GULF CONFLICT (50 SEC);
10. VIDEO REPORT ON GOVERNMENT CRISIS IN MOSCOW, DISSERT AGAINST PRESIDENT GORBACHEV (1 MIN);
11. VIDEO REPORT ON SHARP DROP IN INTERNATIONAL OIL PRICES, MINISTER OF TRADE BOD STATING THAT HUNGARY HAS SUFFICIENT ENERGY AND FOOD RESERVES (2.05 MIN);
12. VIDEO REPORT ON MILK PRODUCERS COMPLAINING ABOUT LACK OF GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATION, SURPLUS OF MILK IN HUNGARY (1.10 MIN);
13. VIDEO REPORT ON SMALLHOLDERS' PARTY RECLAIMING LAND IN HajDU-BihAR County (1.10 MIN);
14. VIDEO REPORT ON INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN BUDAPEST TO PROMOTE HIGHER EDUCATION (1.20 MIN);
15. VIDEO REPORT ON FIRST CONGRESS OF HUNGARIAN GYPSY ASSOCIATION, PRESIDENT ARPAD GONCZ ADDRESSING MEETING (1.05 MIN);
16. VIDEO REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT SPOTTED IN KECsKEMET (1.15 MIN);
17. SPORTS AND WEATHER (2 MIN).